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SAPO launch 

• I am delighted to be here today and to share the enthusiasm of this new
venture.   On behalf of the SA Government, I would like to say how excited
we are about this initiative which is really the first comprehensive, state
based resource of its kind.  The real secret of success is enthusiasm, and
in this venture we have lots of that.

• Human beings, who are almost unique in having the ability to learn from
the experience of others, are also remarkable for their apparent
disinclination to do so.  While you can lead a horse to water, you can’t
make it drink.

• Now at least we will have, in SA Policy Online an invaluable tool in
enhancing policy development by increasing the availability of research for
policy makers

• SA Policy Online will enhance the capacity of policy makers in one of the
key stages in the policy cycle, data collection and analysis

• Good quality policy making depends on high quality information, derived
from a variety of sources

• Not only will SA Policy Online increase accessibility to research, it will also
increase its relevance as the research will now be available to policy
makers much more quickly

• The SA Government is very happy to be working collaboratively with the
three universities on this important project. I hope that we can continue to
build on this relationship and hopefully be of use to you in helping to
determine priority areas of research.

• I would particularly like to thank John Spoehr and his team from the Don
Dunstan Foundation who have worked hard to establish the site.  I am
sure you will all agree it has a great look and feel to it and once you have
the opportunity to have a look around the site you will also see that it is
very easy to navigate

• To my public service colleagues, you will no doubt share my view that SA
Policy Online will be of great value to us all to enable better informed
policy development across Government and wider dissemination of
knowledge and information

• DPC was particularly enthusiastic about partnering in this project as we
see it as our role, wherever possible, to help build the capacity of the
Public Sector

• From an SA Government perspective, I hope this is the first of a string of
initiatives that helps the partner organisations to build internal capacity,
encourage external capacity and build policy learning organisations.




